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Your teen may have already seen and loved movies, but by diving into the bestselling series The Hunger Games, they will still witness Katniss Everdeen's amazing journey as she transforms from underdog into fierce heroine ready to fight for her life, her family and humanity. These books teach older readers valuable lessons about strategy, friendship and compassion - all while
enriching their reading skills with startling character development and beautifully nuanced plots. Aside from the original books in the trilogy, teens will also love special editions and film tie-and-in included below. You can also check out the newest book, The Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes, which takes place in the world of Panem 64 years before the events of the Hunger Games.
Give these impressive reads to your child, and the chances that they become an avid reader will ever be in your favor. Want more books and ideas? Sign up for our Scholastic Parents newsletter. Get book suggestions, reading tips, educational activities and great suggestions. Get 10% of your first order from Scholastic Store Online when you check in! Thank you for signing up!
Look for confirmation of e-mail from us. Find us on social media _blank! size: 12px;zgt;)lt;a adhocenable'false href' _blank'lt;img src/content/dam/parents/icons/instagram.svg style/font-size: 12px; _blank s 12px; Mockingjay - sci-fi novel by American writer Suzanne Collins , a fantasy novel from 2010. This is the last part of The Hunger Games, after the 2008 Hunger Games and
2009's Catch Fire. The book continues the story of Katniss Everdeen, who agrees to unite the panem districts in a revolt against the tyrannical Capitol. The hardcover and audiobook edition of Mockingjay was published by Scholastic on August 24, 2010, six days after the e-book edition went on sale. The book sold 450,000 copies in its first week of release, exceeding the
publisher's expectations. It received a generally positive reaction from critics. The Hunger Games is a violent, jarring, speed-rap novel that generates a naively constant anticipation... I couldn't stop reading. (Stephen Развлечения Еенедельник) Гиа product Трин Тики и Бао includes tax тео current law хань. Туй нхион depending on the type of product or method, address гиао
ханг м м thể pheth sinh th'm chi như fe vận chuyển, phụ hang cồng kềnh,... For other purposes, see Mockingjay (disambiguation). Science Fiction/ Young Adults / Adventure Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes If We Burn, You BURN with the US! Katniss, President Coriolanus Snow Mockingjay is the third and final novel in the Hunger Games trilogy by Suzanne Collins. It was
released on August 24, 2010. Summary Struggle can't be avoided. Damage cannot be contained. The revolution is here. Katniss Everdeen survived the Hunger Games twice. Now a revolution is unfolding, of which it has been a part for a long time, without even knowing it. District 13 has come out of the shadows and is plotting to topple the Capitol. The success of the uprising
depends on Katniss' willingness to be a pawn, to take responsibility for countless lives, and to change the course of Panem's future. To do this, she must put aside her feelings of anger and distrust. It should become a Mockingjay rebel - no matter what personal expenses. This is the latest book in Suzanne Collins' worldwide bestseller trilogy The Hunger Games. The plot this
section needs to be cleaned and improved. You can help The Hunger Games wiki by editing it. Part I: Ashes Katniss to take stock of his new position as a rebel in district 13. Only three winners were rescued from the arena: Beete (previous tribute from District 3, who was one of the allies of Katniss), Finnick (a handsome winner from District 4 and the first ally of Katniss) and
Katniss himself, but Pete Mellark, along with the other winners of TheObaria (a women's tribute from District 2), Joanna Mason (a tribute from District 7), and Annie Cross (who was not in the Kell quarter but was arrested when the arena exploded) were captured and taken to the Capitol. Katniss is still chasing Snow and fears for Pita's life. The book begins with Katniss in Area 12,
which has been reduced to ashes. Only Katniss wanted to see the area herself. While she's there, she picks up Buttercup (Prima's cat), her father's old hunting jacket, her mother's wedding photo, and a book of plants. Before leaving, she notices one of Snow's white roses on the dresser. The hovercraft will take it to Area 13, where survivors in area 12 are currently living. When
she returns, she watches an interview between Caesar and Pete. She is relieved when she believes that Pete looks unscathed, healthy even, but during the interview, Pete calls for a cease-fire and is accused by many people of betrayal. That's why later, when she decides to become Mockingjay, she asks for Pete's immunity and other tributes, as well as hunting rights for her and
Gail, right to keep Buttercup for Prim, and permission to kill Snow. President Coin, leader of District 13, agrees to these terms and Katniss officially becomes Mockingjay. Katniss is to be featured in a commercial for the rebel side, proposal (short-cut propaganda). For one propa, she and a team that includes her old friend Gail are sent to Area 8, where they see the hospital get
destroyed. This inspires Katniss to call for justice. During the broadcast of an interview with Pete at the Capitol, Beetee can gain control of the broadcast and broadcast the offer for a short time before the battle for control of the broadcast breaks out. While back and forth, Pete manages to send a coded message to the rebels, warning them of an attack. The Capitol then bursts into
chaos, the camera leans to the floor, screams can be heard and Pete's blood squirts the ground. Part II: Pete Mellark's attack warns Katniss of the impending explosion of District 13, after briefly serving tracker jacker poison, leading to his torture. He does so during an interview with Caesar Flickerman when asked what he wants to say to Katniss. Sounds a shrill alarm to evacuate
the upper floors into the bunkers. Since Katniss is seen by the people as a symbol of rebellion, she composes herself and was one of the first to reach the bunkers, having come to the fact that her mother and Prim still moved the patients of the hospital. While she waits, alarmed by blood stains on the sign of the bunker, she grabs three packs of instructions. Over time, her mother
comes, and they are wary of why Prim has not yet arrived. She imagines herself Prim, and suddenly understands the situation. Prim, being herself, rushed back to her compartment to get her favorite cat, Buttercup. After a big panic, Prim, along with Gail, returns to safety with Buttercup. Everyone waits in the bunker for a few days until the bombardment stops. Katniss learns
during the explosion that the Capitol is using Pete, and every time she says something against them, they hurt him. When she looks above the ground at all the wreckage after the explosion, she sees President Snow planted more roses. Katniss starts crying when her film crew tells her to say a short line for the camera to show that she is alive and still struggling. Finnick explains
to the baffled film crew that Katniss knows the Capitol will hurt Pete if she does. Heimich Abernathy, Katniss's mentor in both of her Hunger Games, tells the shattered Katniss that a rescue mission was sent to rescue the captured winners at the Capitol, and that Gail was the first soldier to volunteer on the mission. Katniss is worried that Gail and Pete might die, and she'll be
helpless against it. The rescue operation was successful, bringing all the winners (except Enobaria, but being from District 2, the Capitol did not harm her) back to Area 13. Arriving at Pete's hospital room, she comes to hug him, but in shock Katniss, he almost strangles her to death. Katniss wakes up in a hospital room with a collar around her neck, along with severe injuries to
her vocal cords and other parts of her During a meeting with Plutarch, Heimich, and Rather, at Prim's bedside, she learns that the Capitol used a rarely used technique known as hijacking to control and influence Pete. The hijacking was made by giving him a dose of tracker jacker poison and consistently showing him clips of Katniss, so tricked him into hating her. Katniss spends a
considerable period of time recovering and crying from the attack. While Katniss recovers, Pita's treatment begins with strangers (who are doctors) from District 13, but a close friend of his name, Delly Cartwright, tries to help Pete remember his real memories, but their first encounter leads to him screaming and calling Katniss a mutt (short for mutations that are creatures created
by the Capitol). After a brief recovery, Katniss asks Plutarch if she can be put into a fight at the Capitol. Plutarch reminds Katniss that all districts must first unite with the uprising, and only District 2 remained, and allows Katniss to go there. Rebels fly to Area 2 to take control of Walnut, a huge mountain containing the main military facility of the Capitol. Commander Lyme agrees to
help the rebels in the plan, and they discuss how to take over the mountain. Gail assumes that they use special bombs that he and Beetee are designed to blow up the nut. Katniss is shocked by Gayle's ruthlessness, as he doesn't care if innocent civilians or workers are killed. The rebels decide to take a chance and blow up the mountain; the plan is working and the survivors are
retreating to the center of District 2, where the rebels are waiting. Katniss gives an inspiring speech, asking District 2 to join the fight, but an unknown man shoots Katniss from the crowd. She wakes up at the age of 13, suffering from a broken spleen and severely bruised ribs. She was informed that District 2 had joined the insurgency and was beginning to fight back. Katniss and
Johanna Mason become good friends during training as they recover. Plutarch has an idea for propo and allows Finnick and Annie to get married. The wedding is a success and Katniss is finally having fun for the first time in a while. Soon Pete asks to see Katniss, and she reluctantly agrees to visit him. However, she stays with him only for a short time before leaving in a panic.
Katniss is outraged when she believes she was not signed up for the attack on the Capitol as she wants to be the one who kills President Snow. A special insurgent team called Star Squad 451 is set up to be the main insurgent team that invades the Capitol. Katniss completes his SSC (street battle simulation) training and is assigned to the Squad. However, Joanna is not allowed
to join, as the hydrophobia that the Capitol instilled in her through torture still persists in her mind. Angry, Joanna tells Katniss to kill Snow for her. Squad 451 has 14 designated members including Katniss, Gail, Finnick, Home, Mitchell, Leeg 1, Leeg 2, and and cressida, Pollux and Castor. Plutarch shows the rebels a holographic map of the Capitol showing thousands of traps
called Pods, the deadly lethal weapon developed by the Capitol. Pods are scattered all over the city, and the team calls it the 76th Hunger Games, because of the Hunger Games-inspired design pods. Hundreds of soldiers are preparing for the final battle, and Boggs gets Holo, a device that shows where the pods are. As Squad 451 advances through the safe area of the Capitol,
they accidentally call the pod that sends the dart right through Leeg 2's head, killing it. To the squad's surprise, Pete is sent as a replacement, as he has recovered a little from the hijacking, but is still unstable, leading Katniss to conclude that President Coin thinks she is more used to her President Coin dead than alive. Part III: Killer After Pete's arrival, Boggs calls coin that he's on
the team. When he returns, he says he believes that Coin sent Pete to personally kill Katniss, since after the war, a new leader will be chosen and Katniss, having great influence as Mockingjay, will be a threat if her voice does not go to the coin. To make sure she's still powerful and much more influential than Katniss, Coin sends Pete to the squad, hoping he'll kill her. Katniss
starts to treat Pete very rudely, but most of the squad shoots looking at her, telling Katniss that treating him that way was wrong. But it was only after a call from Heimich who tells her to reverse the situation in her head (as katniss had one hijacked and she knew that normal Pete would do anything to get her back), Katniss realizes that she was wrong to be hostile and rude to Pete.
Katniss begins to try to help Pete remember his previous memories. Squad creates a game Real or Not Real to help him separate captured memories from real ones. During this, Pete reveals that when he was held at the Capitol, they forced him to watch the execution of two Avoxes, Darius (a former peacemaker guard of District 12 and friend Katniss and Gail) and Lavinia (a girl
who Katniss and Gail saw trying to escape before reaping the 74th Hunger Games), under the guise of trying to get information about the uprising. As the squad moves a little further into the Capitol, they decide to shoot propo. They installed the two pods safely and take a break from filming. During the next prop shoot, Boggs hits the wrong pod that blows off his legs. At the same
time, another pod is activated, creating a black wave that begins to advance on the squad. Trying to move Boggs to the apartment to escape the wave, Pete has an episode and nearly kills Katniss from his gun. When a member of the squad, Mitchell, tries to pin him, Pete accidentally kills him, throwing him away from him, forcing him to land in the wrong capsule, which wrapped
Mitchell in a net of barbed wire. Inside Boggs passes Holo Katniss and dies, telling her four orders: Don't trust them, don't back. Kill Pete. Do what you come to do. Katniss tells the team that she is on a secret mission to kill President Snow on Coin's orders. She admits that she thinks only Boggs knew. Cressida supports Katniss's story, saying that Plutarch wants Snow's murder to
be televised, thinking it would end the war. Jackson does not believe Katniss and demands that the holo be given to her, although Katniss refuses. They go to an abandoned apartment and find sofas scattered around the room. They all sit down, and Jackson still points the gun at Pete's unconscious. The TV soon turns on to inform Paneme that Katniss and the rest of The 451 are
dead. Katniss doesn't realize that Pete regained consciousness and saw him attack Katniss and kill Mitchell on TV. Pete assumes they'll kill him, but Katniss won't let that happen - saying he's too important for a mission to lose. After they find food, Snow comes on TV and informs the nation that Katniss Everdeen was just a girl, not a leader, and that the odds are in favor of the
Capitol in this brutal war. Back in District 13, Beetee captures the signal and broadcasts the President Coin instead of the snow, and gives a speech of her own, saying that she believes that Mockingjay stands for and that the rebels will find the strength they need to get rid of their oppressors. The Grace Period of the Capitol, thinking that the squad is dead gives a start for Katniss,
is now leading the team. The squad has a limited period of time before the Capitol realizes they are still alive. They start looking for an exit, as the streets are not an opportunity, and the roof is just as bad. The team then decides to go to the sewer with the help of Pollox, who used to work there as An Avox. He moves the squad underground, and Pete notes that Pollux has
become their most valuable asset. While they sleep, Katniss hears strange voices, calling her name. The team wakes up and Pete shouts a warning to Katniss, telling her to run as the mongrel approaches. They pass through an area called Transmission, avoiding pods scattered about, but Messalla sets one off, forcing it to get into a cage and with its flesh melt like candle wax.
The team members force themselves to move on, but they are attacked by a lizard mongrel, and they are forced to fight. Peacekeepers come to try to kill the squad, but they are killed by a lizard mongrel. Katniss sets the meat grinder pod off intentionally in an attempt to kill most mongres while they retreat to the surface. Jackson and Leeg 1 stay on the meat grinder pod,
sacrificing themselves so that others can escape. Castor and houses are also killed by lizard mongreas. The squad makes it to the surface, but Katniss sees Finnick get beheaded by a lizard mongre. Katniss uses holo as explosives NIGHTLOCK! Three times, activating your self-destruct system. She throws a holo down the drain, killing the mongrel, but destroying the holo. The
squad is shocked by the many deaths from the team as now only Katniss, Pete, Gayle, Cressida and Pollux are alive. The squad continues to climb further and further to the surface until they reach the apartment where they are sheltering. Once inside, they find the woman, but before she can warn any capitol forces, Katniss kills her. Now, in the heart of the Capitol, they need to
hide until the rebels find their way. As they navigate the streets of the Capitol, they find themselves right in the heart of Capitol Street and are at risk of being seen. Cressida takes them to a store owned by her old friend Tiger. She agrees to keep them safe and feed them. The team manages to stay in the basement of the Tiger store, where they stay for a couple of days and
watch the rebel advance. The Capitol and the rebels are currently engaged in a full-scale war. One night while everyone is asleep, Katniss hears Pete and Gail talking about her, in which Gail says that Katniss will choose, without whom she believes she can not live. It upsets her, but keeps it to herself. The next morning, Tiger heads to try to gather information. Tiger returns in the
evening with meat and chips for the squad, and informs them that the citizens of the Capitol have been pushed into the streets while the war continues. She then shows them a television broadcast in which President Snow announces that he is opening a mansion for all Capitol refugees. Katniss understands that they should use the flow of refugees in the center of the Capitol. At
first, others are wary of the plan, but they decide to go ahead with it. The team plans its course of action over the next day and night. In anticipation, capitol citizens are heading further into the city. With the help of Tiger, Katniss, Pete, Gail, Cressida and Pollux dress up in Capitol clothing to blend in with the crowd. They thank Tiger for help, leave the store and take to the streets.
They become separated in the process, leaving Gayle and Katniss together, but the riot ensures and the rebels begin to attack the two, causing the Capitol to fight back. Countless civilians are killed in the crossfire, and Katniss witnesses a young girl being shot. Gail and Katniss know that they must keep moving, otherwise they will be killed or identified, so they keep moving,
running through the streets, avoiding shooting. Gail manages to get a gun from the peacemaker, and Katniss keeps her bow hidden under her coat. They see a pod activate that sends a purple beam of light down the street, causing everyone caught in it to bleed to death from each hole. Another pod is activated, causing another street to split in the middle into a slit below. Many
people, both civilian and fighter jets, fall into the pit, and and Gail's separated. He almost runs away, runs away, he is captured by peacekeepers and orders Katniss to shoot him, but she cannot bring herself to do so. As Katniss runs further into the Capitol to find and kill President Snow, she finds herself pushing alone to Snow's mansion, which was supposedly open to the Capitol
children's shelter (but is actually designed to provide a human shield for snow). A huge crowd of young children huddle behind the barricade as Katniss watches on a hovercraft with a Capitol seal drop dozens of parachutes down on children containing medical supplies such as food and water. When children collect parachutes, bombs placed in supply bags explode and kill many
of them. As Katniss and the crowd look in horror, rebel medics arrive and begin to break through the barricade to help the children. Katniss then notices his sister Prim in the crowd of children helping. She rushes to the barricades, shouting the name of her sisters. Prim hears Katniss and turns to see her running towards her. As Katniss approaches the barricade, a second wave of
bombs deflates, sending Katniss hurtling through the air and killing many more children, including Prima. The last word from Prim in the novel before her death was Katniss. Katniss has been transferred to President Snow's mansion, now that the Rebels have finally taken control of the Capitol, but Katniss is badly burned and diagnosed with depression, verge. Katniss does not
speak and wanders around the mansion alone, eating very little and consuming a large amount of morphing. While on the drug, the deceased is inspired by Katniss, including her sister. Her mother takes care of her, but neither of them speaks, and both are exhausted emotionally and psychologically, especially Katniss. President Snow is being tried for crimes against humanity
and various war crimes, and he was found guilty. One day, Katniss ventures into the rose garden surprised to learn that this is where the snow is being stored. She chooses a rose for Snow to put on his execution. They sit down to talk, though Katniss says a few words. He apologizes for her sister's death, but he tells Katniss that the final attack that killed Primrose Everdeen was
ordered by President Coin, not the Capitol. Katniss realizes that if this is true, the explosion could have been the result of a plan originally developed by her friend Gail; however, Gayle almost denied any involvement. Katniss doesn't know what to believe or who to trust. The President of the Coin meets with all the remaining winners: Katniss, Pete, Highmich, Beaty, Annie, Joanna
and Enobaria. Coin decides that they must hold a vote to see if they should host the 76th Hunger Games, consisting of children from those who had great power in the Capitol. Pete votes no saying it would be wrong to do so. Beetee votes no, saying that the rebels fought to end the Hunger Games, do not allow more. Annie votes no, and says Finnick will say no, too. vote yes.
Katniss votes yes, saying it will be for Prima. Heimich agrees with her. Katniss gives the Coin a rose to give to Snow. On the day of Snow's execution, everyone in the mansion is getting ready. Katniss surprised her old prep team, including Effie Trinket, who dressed her in her Mockingjay outfit, telling her that all the other stylists had been killed after Kell's quarter. Katniss makes a
note to himself to give Effie and the team political immunity from being accused of any crime. Everyone goes to the execution, and thousands of people stand and watch. Katniss sees Snow in a rose tied to a pole, Coin announces the execution and crimes that led to Snow's execution. Katniss loads his arrow. Katniss recalls a conversation with Snow in which they promised not to
lie to each other. She understands that Snow was telling the truth that Coin ordered the children to be killed, knowing that by sending Prima into battle, she would be killed by explosions, making Katniss unstable and Monet the next suitable presidential candidate. When she's supposed to execute Snow, she kills the coin. There is a riot, and Snow begins to laugh, choking on blood.
He was found mysteriously dead, possibly choking on his own blood or trampled by a mob. Katniss is acquitted because of her apparent insanity along with Gail and Diti's testimony about their involvement in the snow mansion fires to justify Katniss's actions in the coin murder that helped restore her reputation as Panem's hero. She and Heimich return to their home in District 12.
Her mother moves to District 4 as 12 has too many sad memories for her. Cressida and Pollux travel to the areas to help people affected by the war and make documentaries. Annie gives birth to a son Finnick. Pete returns a few months after the arrival of Katniss and Heimich, after he recovered immeasurably from brainwashing. Finally, Katniss realizes that falling in love with
Pete was inevitable, as he has always been a promise of a better future, not the destruction she now associates with Gail. She says she didn't need To fire Gail because she was herself, and she needed Pete, who symbolized hope of survival. Together with Highmich, they create a book filled with stories of previous tributes and other war dead, so that they are not forgotten. In the
end, Katniss and Pete play the last real Game or not real. Pita asks Katniss: Do you love me? Real or not real? Katniss replies without hesitation: Real Madrid. In the epilogue, Katniss speaks like an adult, more than fifteen years later. She and Pete are growing up together again, though it's not specified if they are married. They have two children, a boy and a girl. The Hunger
Games are over, but she fears that on the day when the innocent world of her children will be destroyed by learning the details of their parents' participation in both the Games and the war. When she feels Katniss takes to remind herself of every good thing that she's ever seen someone do: It's like a game. Repetitive, even a little tiring after more than twenty years. But there are
much worse games to play. Characters For the full list see Category:Mockingjay Characters. Katniss Everdeen - Symbolizes Mockingjay for the Rebels. Katniss gives hope and suffering. She made her way to the Capitol and ended the Uprising. She killed President Coina, and then went to live in District 12. It became a symbol of the uprising against the Capitol. She returned to
District 12 after the war and she and Pete grow up together again. It's unclear if she's married to Pete, but it turns out that she loves him in the final game Real or not real, which is also how Part III of the final book ends. In the Epilogue reveals that Katniss and Pita have two children, a boy and a girl. Pete Mellark - Was in the arena with Katniss, but was captured by the Capitol.
He's loved Catniss since they were little kids. He was kidnapped by the Capitol after the 75th Games, and they hijacked him to make him hate Katniss. Pete was rescued by soldiers from District 13, including Gail Hawthorne, as a way to stop him from using propaganda as a weapon. Upon arrival at Area 13, Katniss, freed from the rescue shots, rushes towards him. Because of his
psychological conditioning from the hijacking of the Capitol, he tries to kill Katniss. Eventually he heals himself and after the war he returns to the county 12 months after Katniss. Eventually they get married and grow up together again, and they have two unnamed children, a boy and a girl. Primrose Everdeen is Katniss' younger sister. It helps Katniss be safe when Pete's not
there. Prim was working as a healer in District 13, and was killed when soldiers bombarded coin when a hovercraft with a parachute bomb fell on a herd of Capitol children. Prim was working as a doctor at the time of the explosion. Gail Hawthorne is Katniss' best friend and hunting partner. He is in love with Katniss, but eventually drove himself out of her life because she blames
him for Prima's death. He ends up as a government official in District 2. The rest of his fate is unknown. Heimich Abernathy is a drunken former winner from District 12 who was once a mentor to the Hunger Games. He helped in the uprising and then returned to Area 12, where he remains drunk. Winner of the 50th Hunger Games. Effie Trinket is an escort for Pete and Katniss at
the 74th and 75th Hunger Games. She is a resident of the Capitol, so she is distinguished by her strange clothes and distinct accent of the Capitol. She was arrested at the end of the 75th Hunger Games, but released when the rebels win the war against the Capitol. She witnesses Katniss kills President Coin and returns home to the Capitol after that. Plutarch Heaven - Was once
the main gamer for the 75th Hunger Games, but secretly working with the Rebels to topple the Capitol. Finnick - Victor of the 65th Hunger Games. President Snow forced him to sell his body to wealthy People of the Capitol after two years of becoming a winner for his Hunger Games, threatening to kill people he loves if he didn't. Originally from District 4. Helped in the uprising
against the Capitol. He and Katniss help each other keep their right mind when Pete and Annie aren't there. He marries Annie Cross after she was rescued from the Capitol, but killed by muted lizards with the smell of a rose during a mission to assassinate President Snow. She and Annie have a baby. Annie Cross - Victor of the 70s Hunger Games, she went crazy when she
witnessed her neighborhood partner behead. She was arrested by the Capitol after Kell's neighborhood. She is a love interest of Finnik Odair, and then becomes his wife. She is widowed when Finnick is killed by a poo of Snow during a mission, and later gives birth to their child. Joanna Mason - Women's Tribute from District 7. She participated in the 71st Hunger Games, and
again participated in the third quarter of Kell. President Coriolanus Snow is a brutal President of Panem who died either of suffocation or trampling. Katniss said no one cares, and it doesn't matter. It smells of roses and blood and poisons people to come to power. He also drinks poison when he poisons people so as not to look suspicious. It takes the antidote after, but that doesn't
stop open sores from forming in his mouth that stick out the bloody smell that it uses pink perfume to hide. President Alma Moneta is president of District 13. She sanctioned the last bombing of the Capitol children, which killed Prim. Katniss kills her for revenge during Snow's execution. Boggs is a bodyguard and captain of the Katniss Army. He died in battle, but not before
handing over command and Holo Katniss so that she could continue her mission of killing President Snow. His last piece of advice was to kill Pete, not trust anyone, and do what she came to the Capitol to kill Snow. Commander Paylor is a rebel leader in District 8 and later became President of Panem after Katniss killed Alma Monet during Snow's execution. Book Trailer
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